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Disclaimer
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• I’m a researcher interested in the problems caused by sitting
• But I’m also the CEO of a company that is dedicated to 

changing the way people sit

This conflict-of-interest disquiets me but seems unavoidable  

Richard Feynman (Nobel Laureate in physics) observed: “The first 
principle is that you must not fool yourself — and unfortunately 

you are the easiest to fool.”,
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Housekeeping

• No need to take notes unless it helps 

• I can send you an eBook: Sit Better (2021)

• tosler@uvm.edu
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Outline

• We sit a lot
• Unfortunately, we’re not designed to sit
• Result: A public health emergency

○ Core atrophy & poor posture 
○ Back pain is endemic  $
○ Sitting disease epidemic  

• Can ergonomic insights mitigate modernity?
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Humans & Sitting

• We were hunter gatherers for 3 million years

• No chairs, rather “active rest postures”
• Our evolutionary “comfort zone” 5-10 miles/day

• Unique among our evolutionary cousins

• The Hadza as a window on our past





Humans & Sitting

• We were hunter gatherers for 3 million years

• No chairs, but “active rest postures”
• The Hadza as a window on our past

• 1600’s Europe switch from squatting to sitting
• 150 years ago manufactured chairs

• 100 years ago sitting really took off

• Now we’re sitting >11 hours/day(!)
• How’s that working out for us?



Humans & Chairs: Two Problems

• Back Pain and Death

• How many of us has/will have back pain? (8/10)

• How many of us will die of heart disease? (1/4)

Mortality doubled for those who sit the most 
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A good paper, but not a perfect study

• Although prospective study with objective data 
(accelerometers) it’s an observational study

• It cannot establish causality, what we really want

• “Reverse causality” is always a possibility
• We want a randomized controlled study.

• Something we won’t get





• Although prospective study with objective data 
(accelerometers) it’s an observational study

• It cannot establish causality, what we want

• Reverse causality is ever present threat

• We want a randomized controlled study

• Something we won’t get: ethical considerations

A good paper, but not a perfect study
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Am J Prev Med, 2016
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So, sitting is associated with dying

• Not surprisingly, sitting shortens lives

• Perhaps surprisingly, by two years
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• Increased sitting is associated with:

• Obesity

• Diabetes

• Heart disease

• Some cancers

Why Are Lives Shortened?



Epidemiology based on circumstantial evidence

• Physiology provides mechanisms
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Circulation, 2017
SW Med Cent. U Texas



Sitting reduces lifespan

• Epidemiology shows the size of the problem

Two years of life lost

• Physiology provides plausible mechanisms

Together make a convincing case

• Epidemiologists live for this kind of problem

• Possible solutions?



Sitting reduces lifespan

• Epidemiology: the size of the sitting problem

Two years of life lost

• Physiology provides plausible mechanisms

A more convincing case against sitting

• Epidemiologists live for this kind of problem

• Possible solutions?  Hold that thought



Pivoting to a second sitting issue: Back pain

• Back pain is an immense problem

80% of Americans seek care for back pain

$100 billion/year: 

Missed work, chiro visits, surgery, surgery gone wrong…

• Incidence hasn’t changed despite 100 effort
• It’s hard to solve a problem you don’t understand

Most low back pain is “idiopathic”
We MD’s don’t even know what hurts

Worse, and we aren’t even curious…



Lancet, 2018



Back pain is a problem worth solving

• Immensely expensive in dollars

• Opioids turned a problem into a catastrophe (90 K OD’s/yr);
an uncomfortable problem -> a fatal disease

• “There is scarcely any problem so grave that can’t be made
worse by surgery…” (Sir William Osler, MD).

• Although we don’t understand the etiology, our chair centric 
culture is likely part of the explanation



Solutions to sitting

• Go back to hunting and gathering

• Change how much we sit

• Change how long we sit for

• Change how we sit:



Solutions: Structural Change

• Change how we sit:

• How do we change how people do 
anything anyway?

– Sue Baker: “Make it impossible to do it wrong”
-- We must change our built environment



Solutions: changing our chairs

• Kneeling Chairs

• The Ball

• Standing Desks

• Treadmill Desks

• Active Chairs
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Solutions: changing our chairs

• Kneeling Chairs

• The Ball

• Standing Desks

• Treadmill Desks

• Active Chairs

Early adopters: 
Hemingway, 
Churchill, and others
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Solutions: Structural Change

• Kneeling Chairs

• The Ball

• Standing Desks

• Treadmill Desks

• Active Chairs



Solutions: Structural Change

• Kneeling Chairs

• The Ball

• Standing Desks

• Treadmill Desks

• Active Chairs
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Solutions: Structural Change

• Kneeling Chairs

• The Ball

• Standing Desks

• Treadmill Desks

• Active Chairs



Not yet well defined: many designs



Variety of mechanisms



Underlying construct: 
balanced sitting -> movement

• Dynamic, moment to moment balanced posture

• Upright posture

• Muscular engagement

• Increased metabolic rate

• Continuous movement of most joints

• Research?
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Solutions: Balanced Active Chairs

• So, definite increase in metabolic rate

Likely helpful in decreasing sitting disease

• Back pain?

Anecdotal reports, no real studies

Pain is a difficult outcome to study

Big studies take big money



Future of Balanced Sitting?

• Interest growing:



Future of Balanced Active Chairs?

• In case you missed it (or wondered what it was about)
Active sitting Super Bowl ad: 
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Also,

• Bigger companies buying up active sitting IP



• Fully was acquired by Knoll





Summing Up:

• We’re not designed to sit, so sitting causes mischief:
- posture, pain, metabolic disease

• Several proposed solutions

Ball, standing desk, treadmill, etc, active sitting

• This academic’s opinion: active sitting is best of breed
- Of course, different solutions will work for different people

• The marketplace is still making up its mind



Sitting has changed over time and 
cultures, but evolution doesn’t quit

?
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Comments, 
Questions,
Thoughts, 
Predictions

?
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